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SUMMARY
A comparison of the maximum speed of response that cam be attained
by three missile configurations, a variable-incidence-wing,a canard,
and a tail-control, in combination with a particular proportional
navigation guidance system is presented. It was found that the configu- ““
ration which allows the most rapid over-all guidance-system response
depends on the control-system characteristics. With rate feedback only
in the missile stabilization system the variable-incidence-wingmissile
resulted in a slightly faster response, with an oscillation frequency
very nearly that of the missile alone. With normal-acceleration feedback
also included, a more rapid response was attained with the tail-control
missile. The frequency for all three configurationswith acceleration
feedback was higher than that of the missiles alone, but objectionable
variations of navigation ratio wtth missile-flight-speed changes were
present.
Among the antiaircraft
=am@es of all three basic
INTRODUCTION
..
homing missiles being designed
configurations investigated in
and developed,
this report,
a variable-incidence-wing,a canard, and a tail-control, can be found.
The choice of the optimum configuration depends~
‘J?#9 n~b’= of factors~
some of which are: the speed of response, weight, drag, servo energy
requirements, convenient location of control-system components, and size
limitations. The present investigation is concerned tith the first of
these factors, the speed of response.
. A variable-incidence-wingconfiguration can be
more rapid response to a control-surface deflection
designed to have a
than either a canard
l
.
/
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or a tail-control missile having the same natural frequency. This is
due to the immediate build-up of a large portion of the lift on the
wing before the missile pitches to the trim angle of attack. When the
response of a complete seeker, control-system,and missile combination
is considered, some of the advantage of the variable-incidence conf@u-
ration can be lost due to the delay in surface deflection, which results
from the effects of lags in the various components of the system. In
addition, because of the large control-surface area of the variable-
incidence-wing configuration, a weight penalty is incurred due to the
greater servo energy requirements. These factors were investigated in
reference 1 at a design flight condition for a beam-rider guidance
system.
In the present investigation, the speeds of response attainable with
the three missile configurations in combination with a proportional
navigation guidance system are compared. The type of guidance system,
shown in figure 1 in block dlagmn form, is one which previous investiga-
tion has shown to have desirable speed of response characteristics
(reference 2). In this system the antenna is stabilized in space and
the complete system can be separated into two distinct parts: the seeker,
which, with high gearings, introduces only small lags into the over-all
response; and the missile-control-system combination, the dynsmic
characteristics of which determine to a large extent the over-all system
speed of response.
The control system utilizes both rate of pitch and normal accelera-
tion feedback. For the first portion of the investigation, the accelera-
tion feedback gearing is zero so that only rate feedback is present and
the control system is identical to the rate feedback control system of
reference 2. For the remaining portion of the investigation,both rate
and acceleration feedback are used.
The missiles are asmmed to be of the boost-glide type snd the
effect of the decreasing flight speed during the unpowered portion of
the homing trajectory is investigatedby considering two Mach numbers:
one that corresponds to the nominal design condition at the end of boost,
ad a second lower speed to correspond to conditions near the end of
controlled fli~t. In addition, the effect of low static margin is
investigated.
In this investigation, as in references 1 and 2, the effects of
radar noise are negl&cWd. Simplified, noiseless trajectory studies
(reference 3) show that the magnitude of the miss distance is directly
proportional to the guidance-system lag. Therefore, in the absence
of noise, it is presumed that the selection of the
configurationwill depend on the speed of response
that adequate system stability is p?esent.
&st desirable missile
attainable, provided
.
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NOTATION
transfer-function coefficients
time derivative [d]
d(
body dismeter, feet
moment of inertia in pitch, slug-feet squared
Iy
, seconds squared
@
gearing (static gain)
distance between center of pressure due to angle of attack and
center of pressure due to control deflection, feet
distance between center of gravity and center of pressure of
front and rear surfaces, respectively, feet
lift, pouiids
pitching moment, pound-feet (or Mach
mass, slugs
navigation ratio
()$ steady skate
()
v
~
N, amroximately
a variable introduced in the Laplace
dynamic pressure
()
p
maximum missile body cross-sectional
number)
transformation
area, feet sqyared
exposed area of two front surface panels, feet squared
4Sr
Tet
t
v
Vc
VT
v
x
x
Y
a
7
5
E
6
?U
P
a
T
erfmNFIDENqQ.IJ MCA m A52J22
exposed area of two rear surface psnels, feet squared
lead term of missile
()
4
F
transfer function for X = O,
seconds
transfer-function lead term (or time), seconds
missile flight speed, feet per second
missile-target closing speed, feet per second
target flight speed, feet per second
voltage
static margin parameter
(~ +9
distemce between center of gravity and center of pressure due
to angle of attack, feet
distance between center of gravity smd center of pressure due
to control deflection, feet -.
angle of attack, radians
.
flight-path angle, radians
.
control deflection, radians
rad~ antenna error angle, radisns
angle of pitch, radians
sngular orientation of radar antenna axis with respect to
missile longitudinal axis, radians
air density, slugs per cubic foot
line
2m
~
of sight”sngle in space, radians
~ seconds
—
—
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—
—
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Subscripts
5
A
a
G
m
R
s
a
&
e
.
6
Y
antenna gyro processing mechanism
normal accelerometer
rate gyro in control system
missile-control-system-combinationtransfer function
(4)‘r (;)
radar receiver
control servo
u
h
a(J
&k
ao
a5
()dmissile transfer function E
a()
()?missile trsnsfer function Ye
DESCRIPTION OF MISSIIES, CONEROL SYSTEM,
AND GUIDANCE SYSTEM
Missiles
Figure 2 is a sketch of the three missile configurations, a variable-
incidence-wing, a canard, and a conventional tail control with a cruciform
arrangement of the triangular surfaces. These configurations are identical
to those of reference 1 and are designed to have identical maneuvering
capabilities and natural frequencies at an altitude of ~,000 feet and
. a Mach number of 2.7. The design conditions and the method of determining
the aerodynamic characteristics at M=2.7 are described in reference 1.
.
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Similar methods were used in determining the characteristicsat M=c1.3.
The missile aerodynamic coefficients are based on the body dismeter and
body cross-sectionalarea for this report, since the body Is identical
for all three configurationswhile the wing and tail areas are different.
The transfer functions used in this report are of slightly different
form than those of reference 1 or 2. This altered form is preferable
for investigating the variation of static margin since, in the usual
notation,
near zero
the usual
s=verai of the transfer-function eo~ficients become infinite
static margin. The transfer functions were determined from
simplified equations of motion
.
0 --
(&+mVD)a - mVDf3= -L@
(-%-WD)~(-~IyD)N . %5
I
(1)
-we = 7
To determine the effects of static margin, it was assumed that the
moment Of inertia) IYJ and the damping derivatives, C% and C%, remain
essentially constant tith variations in static margin. Furthermore.
the following equations give the linear variation ~f
C% and C- with static margin:
%= -(x/d)Ck
~ = (y/d)C~
Z/d = (x/d)+(y/d) 1
With the above relationships, the following transfer
obtained, in nondimensional fomn, from the equations
(equations (1)):
; = ~’ [1 + (To’-coX)P]
3 X -1-Colp + C02P2
? (1 + ~l?? + C72P2T
e = [1+ (Te$- Cex)PJ)1
the moment de.r~vatives
.—
.
(2) -
functions are
of motion
(3)
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where
x= [(x/d) - (C~/T) 1
%’ = (l/d) (C~/T)
T~’ = [(Z/d) - (O@ + Cm@l/ [(z/d) (c@]
Ce = l/[(2/d) (C~/@]
Cyl =
-(cm# + %@)/[( z/d) (cq/T)]
CY2 = (fy/T)/[(Z/d) (C~/7)]
Ce= = [(fy/d (c~/T) - (G@ + %@)l/(CI#)
ce2 = (iy/T)/(C#)
Values of the mass and aerodynamic parameters for the three configu-
rations at l&2.T and M=l.3 and an altitude of x,000 feet are tabulated
in table I.
Control System
Figure 3 is a block diagram of the control system. In-the steady
state, the control system produces a missile rate of turn, 7, proportional
to the radar output voltage. The constant of proportionality (control-
system gearing) depends on the individual gearings in the following
manner:
(VVR)6.6.’%II= (%%’/x)/(l+mw$/x+~m’/x) (4)
The rate feedback is necessary to provide increased damping since
the missiles themselves are poorly daqped, having damping ratios
from 0.04 to 0.07 (depending on the cotiiguration) for the normal design
static margin and a Mach nuniberof 2.T. In order to obtain adequa$e
damping, it is necessary to include a rate gyro lead, ~, apprcudmately
equal to the control servo lag.
With only rate feedback (i.e., with & = O), the control-system
gearings can be selected so that the system oscillation frequency is
. approximately the same as the missile natural frequency. (See reference 2.)
Since at low static margins the missile natural frequency is low, this
l
8,
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control system was only investigated at the normal design static margin
where a rapid response could ,beexpected.
.
With normal acceleration
feedback included, it is shown in reference 4 that a system oscillation
frequency can be obtained that is higher thsn the missile natural
frequency. Therefore, the investigation included a range of missile
B
static margins for this control system and results are presented for
the normal design static margin and for a very small negative static
margin.
Guidance System
Figure 1 is a block diagrsm of the guidance system. This system
is identical to system ll-of reference 2. In reference 2, it is shown
that a rapid response csm be obtained with this system in which the
radar antenna is stabilized in space so that no coupling occurs between
the antenna motion and the missile turning motion. With a high value
for the seeker open-loop gearing, KAKR, the seeker responds with a
voltage output proportional to the rate of rotation of the line of
sight, d, with negligible lag. The control system produces a missile
rate of turn, ?, proportional to the seeker output in the steady state
so
in
that the c~lete guidance system produces p~oportional navigation
the steady state in compliance with the equation
+/; = N = ~/KA
Since there is negligible lag in the seeker and
between the seeker and missile motions, the speed of
complete system depends predominantly on the dynamic
the missile-control-systemcombination.
METHOD OF ANALYSIS
l
(5)
.
no coupling
response of the
-.
characteristicsof
The equations describing the dynamic characteristicsof the missiles,
control system, and seeker were solved for a-step & input by means of
a Reeves Electronic Analogue Computer for the rate feedback cases, and
by means of the Ames High-Speed Electronic Simula;or for cases where
normal *accelerationfeedback was included. The 7 output responses
were optimized for the design flight condition (M=2.T) by varying system
gearings and the feedback lead terms to determine the most rapid response
obtainable consistent with adequate stability.
For the low-speed condition (M=l.3) the optimized gearings and lead
constants, as determined at M=2.7, were used with the changed aerodynamic
psmmeters to determine the effect of the decreasing flight speed on
.-
—
.*
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the responses. Comparison of 7/& steady-state values obtained by the
electronic computers ad those calculated using known gearings indicates
that the REAC!results are accurate to within 5 percent and the simulator
results are accurate to within 10 percent.
In determining the effect of static margin, the perameter
X=x/d- C~/T was varied because of the convenient manner in which it
occurs in the missile transfer function (equations (3)). Results sre
presented with both the normal design value of X and with X = O for
the control system having both rate and normal acceleration feedback.
With rate feedback only, the results include Just the normal design
value of X.
The results we for a navigation ratio of 3. This value w% chosen
on a basis of desirable trajectory characteristics smd anticipated noise
effects. However, since for this guidance system the navigation ratio
can be adjusted independently of the dynamics (see reference 2), the
results apply for all navigation ratios that might be physicalJ.yrealfiable.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Rate Feedback Only
Normal static -gin.- The optimized responses of the three missiles
at M=2.7 with the normal design static margin for the control system
with rate feedback only are shown in figure k(a). Corresponding values
of the optimum gearings are listed-in table 11. The variable-incidence
configuration has only a slightly more rapid response than the other
two configurations. It can be seen that this is due to the effect of
the system lags on the initial lift build-up, as otherwise it would be
e~ected that the variable-incidencemissile would have a larger
advsntage in terms of speed of response. The oscillation frequency of
all three responses is very nearly the missile design value (approxhately
2 cycles per second).
In figure h(b) are the responses for the same gearings as for
figure l(a) but with the M=l.3 aerodynamic p=smeters. The navigation
ratio, N, has increased by about 30 percent for the variable-incidence
and tail-control configurations and decreased by about 10 percent for
the canard. This occurs because of the small optimum value of K#&*
and the variation of the missile gearing, ~i/X, with Mach number as
is shown in the following:
~ = du = (wQ’/x)/KA(l + KExGm’m
I
since
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For the variable-incidenceand tail-control configurations ~*/X
increases with decreasing Mach number while for the canEu’d lQ8/X
decrease8.
Simplified trajectory studies show that in order to maintain
desirable trajectory characteristics,a factor which depends on the
navigation ratio, on the missile flight speed V, and on the missile-
target closing speed VC must be kept constant (reference 3). If this
factor, which is denoted by n in this report (= in reference 3), is
too large, trajectory instability results; if too small} a sluggish
trajectory and large miss distance
of n
n = NV cos (a-7)/[V cOs
it can be determined that in order
decreasing missile flight speed, N
speed for a heed-on attack, remain
decrease for a tail attack. It is
result. From the following definition
(d-7)-VT COS d]~~fic (7)
to maintain a constant n with
must increase with decreasing flight
constant for a besm attack, end
apparent that tithout automatic gain
adjustment, none of the missiles are capable of maintaining optimum
trajectory characteristicswith variations in flight speed for all
initial conditions. However, the magnitude of the change im N for all
three missile configurationsappears to be small enough so that the
above effect should not be serious for the speed variation considered
herein.
Rate and Nomnal Acceleration Feedback
Design static margin.- The optimized responses of the three missiles
at .M=2.1’ with the normal design static margin for the control system
with both rate and acceleration feedback are shown in figure 5(a).
Correspondingvalues of the optimum gearings and lead constants are
listed in table 11. It is seen that, with normal acceleration feedback
in the control system, the frequency of the over-all response, though
different for the various missiles, is higher for all three missiles
than the missile design frequency. This, of course, is the prim=y
advantage of the acceleration control system: It is possible to attain
an oscillation frequency, and therefore speed of response, higher than
that of the airfreme alone.
In terms of speed of response, the order of.merit of the missiles
is the reverse of that which occurred with rate feedback only, the tail
control having the most rapid speed of response and highest oscillation
frequency, but also having the largest initial overshoot. This is due
to the relative magnitude of the numerator terms in the missile 7/6 .
.
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trsmsfer function, Cyi and C7=. The small negative terms for the tail-
.
control configuration result in a higher frequency than the small.positive
terms for the canard and result in a higher frequency than the lsrger
+ positive terms for the variable-incidence configuration.
In figure 5(b) are the responses for the sane gearings and lead
constants as for figure 5(a) but with the M=l.3 aerodynamic parameters
and missile.flight speed. For all three missiles the navigation ratio
has approximately doubled. This is due to the fact that the navigation
ratio is approximately inversely proportional to the missile flight
speed as shown
N=
=
w
since
With large increases in the navigation ratio such as occur with this
control system, trajectory instability is likely to occur for tail
chases as the missile flight speed decreases unless some sort of automatic
l gain changer is provided.
.
Iow static margin.- The optimized responses at M=2.i’ and the
. responses at M=l.3 are shown in figures 6(a) and 6(b), respectively,
for X=O. At this static margin the missiles themselves are slightly
unstable statically, but the optimized responses are ahost identical
to those for the normal desigm static margin. These results show the
ability of an acceleration control system to provide a rapid response
for a wide range of aerodynamic parameters. Since the responses are
so nearly identical to those for the normel static margin, the previous
discussion is equally applicable to the low-static-margin case.
CONCLUSIONS
The maximum speeds of response that could be attained by three
missile configurations, a variable-incidence-wing,a canard, and a
tail-control, in combination with a particular proportional navigation
“@idance system, were investigated. The missile control system
utilized both rate-of-pitch feedback and normal acceleration feedback.
From the results of the investigation, the following conclusions may
. be drawn:
.
12
1. The optimum configuration in terms
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of speed of response depends
—
on the characteristicsof the control system.
2. With rate-of-pitch feedback only, the oscillation frequency of
the over-all response is very nearly that of the missile alone, and the
variable-incidenceconfiguration allows a slightly more rapid system
response than either the canard or tail-control configuration.
3. With both rate-of-pitch and normal.acceleration feedback, the
oscillation frequency is higher than that of the missile alone, and
the tail-control configuration allows the highest system oscillation
frequency and the most rapid speed of response. However, this configu-
ration also has the largest initial overshoot.
4. If normal acceleration feedback is used with a boost-glide
missile, objectionablenavigation ratio variations with missile-flight-
speed changes may exist, necessitating automatic gain adjustment in
flight.
Ames Aeronautical Laboratory
National Advieory Committee for Aeronautics
Moffett Field, Calif.
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.
F
I
V, ft/6ec
, slugs
IY, shlg-ft~
Sf, ftz
Sr> ftz
lr, ft (design)
lr, ft (design)
Sb, ft2
d, ft
T, aec
iy, Secz
[;fi], (design)
C~, l/rad
C~, l/rad
Cd, l/rad/sec
~, l/rad/sec
~f, l/Bee
Tot, 8eC
ce, sec
C71, sec
c72, ae$
Col, aecz
c&# Sec
Variable
incidence
620
6.67
41.o
2.61
1.14
.20
4.56
.349
.667
40.4
.142
l:F
23.8
9.87
-.0916
-.0=8
.477
1.70
.866
.00243
.00305
.00827
.00597
M=2.7
canard
620
6.67
41.0
.86
2.97
3.69
3.22
.349
.667
40.4
.142
.990
9.89
23.8
2.93
-.151
-.0260
.716
1.7’0
.172
.000754
.0M04
.0110
l 00597
Tail
control
620
6.67
41.0
1.49
l9O
.06
4.70
.349
.667
40.4
.142
1.37
-5.68
17.2
5.69
-.0780
-.0173
-.801
2.35
-.413
::~4;4
l00905
.0@25
Variable
incidence
.260
6.67
41.0
2.61
1.14
4:Z
.349
.667
84.1
.615
.906
2.60
38.3
M.o
-.414
-.2o4
.556
2.20
.844
.00519
.oo613
.0235
.o160
M=l.3
Canard
E&)
6.67
41.0
.86
2.97
3.69
3.22
.349
.667
84.1
.615
1.20
15.9
38.1
4.09
-.620
-.159
.772
2.19
.139
.0012$
.0010:
.0s!76
.0161
.
Tail
control
260
6.67
41.0
1.49
lW
4:$
.349
.667
84,1
.615
-;:%
26.
16.2
-.348
-.156
-1.E
3.19
-.566
-.m339
-.co414
.0266
.0234
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TABLE 11.- OPTIMIZED GEARINGS AND LEAD CONSTANTS
!Cmfiguratiol
. .
Variable”
incIdence
Canard
Tail
control
Variable
incidence
Canard
Tail
control
Variable
incidence
Canard
Tail
control
FiEIU
h(a)
k(a)
l(a)
5(a)
5(a)
5(a)
6(a)
6(a)
6(a)
lk
3
3
3
3
Optimized
Q&m ‘
o
0
0
10
10
10
10
10
10
0 0.02
0 .03
0 I .015
l 013 .50
l 015 .25
.005 l 20
.025 .25
l 015 .25
.008 .24
.Stant
-
tG
0.05
.05
l 05
l 05
l 05
.06
.05
a05
.06
—
KKR
30
25
20
15
15
15
15
15
-——
-w’ui-i’mi
7
.
.—
.
,
, , . *
* .
r
.——— —
Radar 1
receiver
Km {i+~p +C=P2+.”” Cmpm)
o- + 6= U-[6’+A)
~ i
K~
(l+~p+c=p~+-”cnp fl)
(8+J)
Missile -controf-
system combination
K~
—
p(l+.02P)
Antenna gyro
L
precessor
J
—— ——
Seeker
Figww f.- Block diagmm of proportional navigation guidance system.
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Note: Rear surfuces rotated 45° to show re/ative areus.
Variable incidence
.
,
l
.
Tail control
–~–
—.
v
Figure 2.- Missile configurations.
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+
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Rate gyro
-----F= Normal
accelervmetir
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Figure 3.-Missile control system.
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Figure 5.- Transient responses for normol -occelemtion
feedback in the control system with design static margin.
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